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1. Cover Photo  
 

The cover photo is a hilarious example of how difficult it is for many of us to “weed” our book collection.  

Of course, at the library we use different criteria for decision making and try to be as logical as possible 

about our decisions… 

 

2. New in the Library 
 

We have been generously gifted with some original artist water colour drawings by local artist Hiroshi 

Shimazaki.  Two water colours are of the Sechelt Library’s Ukulele jam (outdoors last summer) and one 

is of Richard Austin’s reading of A Christmas Carol.  We had them professionally framed by our local 

framing shop and they now hang beautifully above our self-checkouts.  If you remember those old words 

on the wall about “spark bla bla bla” – yes, we had Vital Signs come in and take them off.  Next time you 

are visiting the library take a look.  Thank-you Hiroshi! 

  

 

3. Highlights for May 
 

- 2022 budget request process is still ongoing… 

- Information has now been sent in to DOS Project Management staff for use in creating the RFQ 

for the south side wall renovation tender for the creation of the total Scope of Work.  

- 2 gentleman who used to watch porn are now back in the library 
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- Cognitive care kits have received a first review by staff at Shorncliff Adult Day program for 

Dementia care as well as staff from Vancouver Coastal Health 

- Friend of the Library authorized us to purchase 3 new rolling shelves (abt $18K) 

- 148 in-person (and 6 additional at-home) tax preparations done by Terry Fjaagesund Sechelt 

Library with last day May 3 (CVITP) 

- Working with Pender Harbour Reading Centre in supplying their patrons with DVD’s (3 ways) 

- Creating new public computer start screen with library computer rules 

- Draft of final Union Contract undergoing major modifications  

- Upgrading of library router 

 

4. BC Provincial Reporting 
 

As part of our ongoing operational BC Government grant receipt each year, we have many official 

reporting requirements.  They are very time consuming but must be done.   

Due Mar 1   - Public Library Grant Report (submitted) 

Due May 15 - Statement of Financial Information (submitted) 

Due May 15 - Annual Survey and Statistical Reporting (submitted)  

Due June 15 - e-resource data (completed but awaiting 1 question to be answered by province) 

 

5. Budget Requests and Funding and Service Agreement 
 

It is now May 30th and we still do not yet know what the exact financial contributions will be from our 

local government funders…  This is a ridiculous situation for any business to be in.  

 

Since the April 26th  Director’s Report, here are the updates: 

 

SIGD Update: 

The SIGD council voted in favor of giving us the full request as per the following: 

$16,988  2023 initial 

$ 1,011  2023 additional  

$17,999  2023 total 

 

DOS Update: 

We have been advised by the DOS, that, although the DOS council voted through our full additional 

request into taxation (the 9.19%),  the fact that the SCRD only gave us 7% is not weighing well on DOS 

council or CFO.  The DOS does not think it is right for them to once again compensate for the 

shortcomings of the SCRD (this also happened in 2020).  If they did, the whole intent, in terms of the 

initial balance of apportionment between funders, is way off balance.   
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In the Wednesday May 17th DOS council meeting, the DOS was supposed to be voting on how much of 

what they have already voted through into taxation would now actually be given to the library.  That item 

on the agenda was deleted during the actual council meeting (not sure why).  It is now rescheduled for the 

DOS council meeting on Wednesday June 7th.     

 

 

6. Book Displays for April 
 

Our unique displays highlighting specific areas of intrigue, holidays, celebrations, seasonal activities, 

unique subjects from our collection, subjects that match our programming activities, unique world and 

local events or highlights are as follows for the month of May (thanks Jeff!): 

Indigenous fiction (along with the orange tshirt and unmarked graves article) 

Swedish authors 

May the Force/Fourth be with you 

Moms 

Mental Health 

Cryptozoology 

Foreign Films 

Jamming / Canning 

 

7. Program Highlights - May and Program Guide – June 
 

  

Nine Knitters knitting… 
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Charlotte led a storytime and library tour for sixteen Grade one students from Davis Bay in early May. 

She organized an animal scavenger hunt based on the story, I Took My Frog to the Library by Eric 

Kimmel. The kids loved finding the hidden animals and learning about all the amazing things they can do 

at the library. 

 

 

 

Ruth Moore’s card class for adults produced a dazzler this month!  All 

the ladies were showing off their cards to me because they were just so 

amazed at what they were able to create.   Thanks to Ruth for teaching 

so many of these classes for us!   
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8. Pride in the Park 
 

The Sunshine Coast Literacy Coalition, which Sechelt Library is a very active member, is participating in 

the Pride in the Park event taking place June 4, 2023 at Mission Point Park in Davis Bay (as noted in the 

Program Guide).  This has taken much planning!   Amongst the many tables, tents, events and performers, 

the Literacy Coalition table will be generously offering photo taking, bracelet making and personalized 

button making for the crowds to take part in.      

 

 

9. Library Technology Projects Planned 
 

We have three major projects for the upgrading of library technology over the next three months: 

1. Router upgrade (currently in progress) 

2. WIFI upgrade (planned for June)  

3. Server upgrade (planned for July) 

 

Router Replacement Update: 

The Sechelt Public library has, for several years, used a Ubiquiti branded router to handle both the Staff 

and the Public network. 

 

On May 4, 2023 the router experienced an error and corrupted the DCHP system. 

 

DHCP is the system that assigns IP addresses to devices on the network, without those IP addresses the 

network is unable to route traffic. This results in computers, tablets, smart phones, and other devices 

unable to access the internet, printers, or each other.  The issue occurred on the Public network side and 

Staff were unaffected. 

 

After determining the issue, the DHCP system was rebuilt and the Public network began to function as 

expected.  This event created doubt about the router’s future reliability, and the decision was made to 

replace it. 
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After researching options, a new TP-Link brand router was selected and ordered. TP-Link routers have a 

very good reputation for reliability, features, and will integrate well with the planed Wi-Fi upgrade 

project. 

 

It was determined that installation and configuration of the new router would be a two-man job, and 

needed to happen after hours when the library was closed. Taylor Howden, who has done tech work for 

the library for a number of years, was asked to assist.  

 

On Monday May 15, 2023 Jason and Taylor began the process of installation. While initial results were 

positive there was some difficulty in specific details concerning separating our Staff and Public networks. 

After several hours the decision was made to temporally install the old router.   

 

After specific technical details were research and evaluated, a second attempt was made but results were 

still not optimal.  Taylor and Jason are working with the manufacturer to ascertain where the issues are 

lying and another attempt will be made soon.   

 

10. Sechelt Library and Gibsons Library Meet  
 

On Wednesday May 17th, the Library Director and Board Chair from both libraries met over coffee and 

had a great conversation about all thing library related.  It was a good chance to meet in an informal way 

and have a discussion that related to operations, Boards, funding etc.  It will likely be a quarterly get- 

together that will be enjoyed by all.       

 

11. Patron Comments 
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12. Libraries 101 – Library Book Supplier to our Sechelt Library Shelves  
 

Sechelt Library purchases thousands of items throughout the year for our Library collection.  These items 

are purchased from many sources such as, but no limited to: 

- Library suppliers (eg. ULS, Library Bound, Raincoast etc) 

- Publishers directly 

- Local Book Store (Talewind) 

- Audio suppliers 

- Local authors 

- Others 

For purposes of this Library 101, we will focus on Library Suppliers: 

Pre-pub: 

When we purchase from a Library Supplier, we are purchasing what we call “pre-pub” as in books that 

have not been officially published yet aka pre-publication.    

 

Advantages: 

There are inherent advantages to purchasing pre-pub through a library supplier.  The big two, amongst 

many other reasons, are cost savings and customized cataloguing services.      

 

Library Suppliers: 

Our two main suppliers are United Library Service (ULS) for books and audio, located in 

Calgary/Burnaby and  Library Bound, for DVDs and Video Games, located in Waterloo/Vancouver. 

 

Hotlists: 

4 times per year, official “hot-lists” (booklets of pages and pages) will be sent to us from Library 

Suppliers as to what pre-pub (3-4 months prior to publication) books are now on the “hot list” and in the 

(publication route for that season.  6 times per year, we also receive what is called “Superforthcoming” 

lists which are the pre-pub (current and next month publication) books that are not on the “hotlist” plus all 

kids books.  The process of choosing from the hundreds of books on these list takes much research, 

consideration, knowledge of our current collection and patron knowledge – sometimes full time for weeks 

for each hotlist. There are time constraints and ordering deadlines with all of these.  Once the deadline has 

passed, those books can no longer be purchased in this way.  When the annual budget has not yet been 

fixed, such as where SPL is right now, this makes your annual purchasing allocations ($) for each hotlist a 

guessing game and the benefits of ordering this way cannot be optimized.       

 

Catalogue record: 

Official catalogue records are created for every book published.  The organizations that would create the 

catalogue records for most of the books we purchase are the Library of Congress and Library and 

Archives Canada.     

 

A catalogue record is an official record of the metadata of a book or other item such containing 

such details as name, title, subject analysis, subject headings, classification numbers etc.  
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The process of cataloging involves metadata encoding using MARC (machine readable catalogue 

format) record production system language, for ease of future searchability, in four major 

activities:   

 

Descriptive Cataloging:  attributes of a library item, such as author/s name, contributor/s, 

title, edition, publisher, distributor, date, number of pages, its size, name of series, etc.  

 

Subject Cataloging:  what is the subject heading that best describes this book using 

controlled vocabulary or subject headings from pre-established systems such as the  

Library of Congress or Dewy Decimal System.   

 

Authority Control:   a standardization of the way author name/s are recorded and other 

data about those authors such as date of birth, date of death, other books they have 

written as well as contributors, illustrators, translators, etc. 

 

Subject Classification: 

Assign a Dewy Decimal Number and Library of Congress classification number based on 

subject.   

 

 
 

Library Suppliers and Cataloguing: 

One of the benefits, as mentioned above, of using a library supplier is that the books we purchase come 

with “cataloguing” already done.  Library suppliers have special access ($$$) to official databases (such 

as OCLC) of original catalogue metadata and bibliographic records for each book or they can create the 

original catalogue records themselves although not all suppliers can do this.  

Only 4 of our staff are trained and thus authorized to do original cataloguing.  Such items as ukulele, 

STEAM kits, carbon dioxide detectors, soon to be cognitive care kits, donations, local authors, etc.) must 

be catalogued internally.  This is a very timely process and can only be done by library technicians 

professionally trained in this area.   
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Our team also checks the cataloguing on every book that is received from a library supplier and adjusts 

accordingly.  Sometimes the supplier makes errors.  Cataloguing records, in general, come with the basic 

metadata required so such things as adding additional subject headings can be common because our 

cataloguing technicians know how our patrons will search.  Adjustments for books in a series may also 

require changes or call numbers can be changed.    Many libraries wait for Sechelt Library to either create 

original catalogue records or fix existing ones and then copy those records for their own library because 

they know our Sechelt team (Rose, Janette, Teresa and Beth) is very astute and thorough with this process 

 

Cataloguing - and other customization benefits: 

Besides the original cataloguing already being done, a library suppler can customize other aspects for 

each library, tailoring to the specific and unique needs of each library for shelving locations, spine labels 

and call #s. For example, we have a Biography section and some don’t, we use a FN designation for First 

Nation and many don’t, we keep Easy Readers level 1, 2 and 3 as a shelving location designation – and 

many don’t, we use F for fiction and some use FIC – etc.  Sechelt Library gives the Library suppliers a 

very specific predetermined profile set-up which should make customizations at the library supplier level 

accurate to our needs.  But, every book that comes in with pre-cataloguing done, still has to be checked by 

our team.   The additional benefit is that this customization from our pre-setup profile will also indicate to 

the library suppler how we want our spine labels to look (font, size, information order).  You will notice 

that a book from each library looks slightly different.        

Additionally, we now have Library Suppliers put our barcodes onto the book before it is shipped to us. 

This wasn’t always the case as we used to do it ourselves.  A cost benefit analysis was done and it was 

more cost effective to have the Library suppler do it for us.  In the last year we also had our DVD suppler, 

Library Bound, also put bar codes on as the additional cost outweighed the staff time necessary.        

 

When a book arrives at Sechelt Library: 

1. Rose will receive the order and check against invoice inside box.  All purchase categories (book, 

CD, DVD and video game,  must be categorized as we keep track very separately for our 

financial statements.  

2. Rose, Teresa and Janette will check cataloguing records for accuracy.  If any discrepancy, the 

book must go back to Rose who will then create an amended spine label.  

3. Rose, Teresa and Janette will put bar codes (if not done already) and RFID tags on every book 

4. Rose will oversee and advise our special volunteer processing team (only 3 long time volunteers, 

Terry Fjaagesund, Diana Loftstrom and Betty Thompson) which Genre sticker should go on, if it 

is NEW designation, if it is Large Print – so they know how to process properly.  Volunteers are 

allowed to do this and step 5 in our Union contract. 

5. Our special volunteer processing team will then mark out and cut special laminate protective 

material to cover the jackets all softcover books. This is quite a technically specific process.       

6. Special volunteer team will stamp “Sechelt Public Library” on the first page, title page as well as 

page 101 (or page 33 if book doesn’t have 101 pages)  

7. Rose, Teresa and Janette will now officially “check the book in” and the computer record status 

will change to “available”.   

8. Our staff will now shelve the book in its proper location (most at this point will go in NEW) – or 

the book may already be on hold for someone and will go to the holds shelf.  
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Library supplier will put on this spine 

label -  dewy decimal classification 

 

                                                                                                                                                                      

                                                                                                                                                         

“NEW” designation sticker         barcode                           Genre Sticker      Special Shelving Location                      

 

This part (the four letters of the authors last name) is called the “cutter”.  Sechelt Library uses 4 letters but 

most libraries use 3. 

 

Some examples of Genre stickers and Special shelving location stickers (we have many many more): 
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Rose’s marks in these indicators so volunteers know which 

genre and shelving location stickers to put on 

 

 

 

 

Sechelt Public Library stamp put on 1st page, title page and                    

page 101 (or page 33 if the book has less than 101 pages) 

 

 

 

 

 


